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JBL 112/1 (1993) 23-42 
T H R E E  DEUTERONOMY MANUSCRIPTS 
FROM CAVE 4, QUMRAN 
SIDNIE ANN WHITE 
Albright College, Reading, PA 19612-5234 
The purpose of this article is to present three hitherto unpublished 
- - 
manuscripts (part of the twenty-one Deuteronomy manuscripts from Cave 4, 
Qumran): 4QDta, 4QDtd, and 4QDtg.' These three manuscripts are placed 
together in this article because each has a particular feature of interest: 4QDta 
is the oldest of the Cave 4 Deuteronomy manuscripts; 4QDtd contains a very 
defective orthography; and 4QDtg presents a text identical to that of the 
Masoretic textz  1; the body of t h e  article, each manuscript is presented 
separately, beginning with a description of the physical characteristics of each 
manuscript. This description is followed by a complete transcription (with 
reconstruction3), with a set of notes on the readings and a textual apparatus! 
Photographs of each manuscript are included with the transcription. 
4QDta, the oldest Deuteronomy manuscript from Cave 4, consists of one 
large fragment which is a yellowish-brown color, with darker stains in spots. 
The leather is of average thickness. The height of the fragment is 10 centi- 
meters, and its width at the broadest points is 13.9 centimeters. The surface 
of the leather was originally smooth and well prepared; now some wrinkling 
and shrinkage have occurred, leaving some cracks on the surface. The frag- 
ment has one sewn edge on the right-hand side. There are no visible dry lines 
The sigla are as follows: 4 = Cave 4: Q = Qumran: Dt = Deuteronomy, x = the letter assigned 
to each manuscript. These manuscripts are part of the lot of seven manuscripts assigned to me 
for publication by Frank Moore Cross. For the preliminary edition of these manuscripts, see my 
1988 Harvard University dissertation "Seven Deuteronomy Manuscripts from Cave IV, Qumran: 
4QDta, 4QDtC, 4QDtd, 4 ~ ~ t ~ ,  4QDtg, 4QDt1, and 4QDtn:' 
2 See Sidnie Ann White, "Special Features of Four Biblical Manuscripts from Cave I\', Qumran: 
4QDta, 4QDtC, 4QDtd, and 4QDtg:' RecQ 15 (1991) 157-67. 
The reconstruction follows the MT, unless otherwise noted. 
4 The textual apparatus includes readings from the other major witnesses to Deuteronomy out- 
side Qumran It does not contain cross-reference to other Qumran Deuteronomy manuscripts. 
These cross-references will appear in the editw princeps of all the Cave 4 Deuteronomy manuscripts 
forthcoming in Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XI (Oxford University Press). 
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on the fragment, but the writing is remarkably consistent in following a 
hypothetical horizontal dry line. The average space from line to line is 9 milli- 
meters. The width of the margin to the sewn edge is 12.5 millimeters. The 
column width in letter spaces is 51-61 spaces, and in centimeters 12.75 
(reconstructed). 
Empty spaces are present in this manuscript which agree with the place- 
ment of setlimbt in MT (indicated by VACAT in the transliteration). These occur 
before 24:l; 24:5; 24:7 (the space here is very small); and possibly after 24:8 
(the manuscript breaks off at this point). An empty space is not present before 
24:6 (D in MT). There are no empty spaces on this manuscript that do not 
agree with setiimBt in MT. 
The manuscript preserves portions of Deut 23:26-24:8. 
Paleography establishes this hand in the transition period from the archaic 
to the formal Hasmonean hand, ca. 175-150 BCE.~  The letter size is variable: 
for example, the 'alep can be quite small, while the taw is still fairly large. 
In later Hasmonean scripts, letter size becomes standardized, e.g., 4QDtc, 
4QSama.G Thick and thin pen strokes are still in use, e.g., yod and mem. The 
script is slightly later than that of 4 Q ~ a m b  and 4QJera, but earlier than that 
of 4QSama (for example, the bending to the left of the leg on medial !ad& in 
4QDta does not occur in either 4QSamb or 4QJera). 
The orthography of 4QDta is occasionally more archaic than, but usually 
agrees with, the Masoretic tradition, with '3, N5, and the short pronominal 
forms (e.g., n-, 1-, and N17). Yod is used as a mater lectionis only for *i and 
*ay ) 6 .  Waw is used regularly for *u, *aw ) 8, and the suffix of the third singular, 
and it is occasionally used to mark *a ) 6 when accented (e.g., n i n j ) ,  but not 
for any shorter u vowel (e.g., 13Y7, 53). In the one instance where the 
orthography of the Samaritan Pentateuch differs from the extant text of 4Q 
and that of MT, it uses double matres lectionis, e.g., 4Q, MT '33 ] N7?3 SP (this 
orthography is found in MT only in Jonah 1:14). 
The following is a list of merely orthographical variants found in this 
manuscript: 
24:3 (line 4): nni3]  n n 7 i 2  MT SP. The 4Q form is archaic; it is not 
attested elsewhere. In this manuscript we would expect a yod written 
for *i. We do not expect a mater lectionis for *u. 
24:4 (line 5): JWN1;i MT]  jlW7Nl;i SP. 4 4  has not marked *a ) 6. 
4Q preserves a morphological variant at line 8: 
24:5 [5]2 1 ' 5 ~  1 3 Y 1  N51 ] 525 135~ 1 3 Y 7  N51 MT SP Tar: wl' n'zl ikl S~T. 
Frank Moore Cross, "The Development of the Jewish Scripts:' in The Bible and the Ancient 
Near East: Essays in Honor of William Foxu:ell Albright (Anchor Books A431; Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday 1965) 166. 
Ibid., 167 
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4 4  preserves a unique variant. L) in the other forms of the text is func- 
tioning as the direct object marker; this is a late influence on Hebrew 
from Aramaic (G, which is in the dative case, is ambiguous). Cf. Syr, Tar, 
where L) is expected. 
4QDta is difficult to place in a textual family, because of its small size, 
which limits the number of variants preserved. Nor does the text that is 
preserved on the fragment contain any obvious errors, which makes the ques- 
tion of textual affiliation unresolvable. 
Deut 23:26-24:8 
i n ~ n  ;in5vi 7173 Inn nrn3 i c ~  75 m [ i  jiinu;i vyun 7 ~ 1 ~ 1 3  inu]  4 
j v u i ; ~  7 5 ~ 3  k i 7  u54 7vu5 15 7735 i v k [  j i inm vYu7 niny 73 iu] 5 
73 7una7 i v u  gnu 7vu5 15 ni~;i5 7nn35 3iW[5 ; i n k  i v u ]  6 
15 jn3 17;15u 7177 i v u  p u ; ~  nu uDnn ~517177  7 1 ~ 5  ;13~in] 7 
[5]3 1 7 5 ~  i 3 ~ 7  u5i ~ 3 x 3  ux7 u5 nv in  nvu v y u  n37 735 V A C [ ; ~ ~ ~ I ~ I  8 
5pnn u156 [np5 i v u  invu nu nnvi nnu ;IIV in735 7;;i.l 7p1[ 1311 9 
[ m n  ilnun me3 =11jj 6% kin7 737 V A C H ~  ui;1 v c j  ij m i l  q7nil 10 
p i p n  y i ; l  mu31 u i m  31j:;1 nni nxni 13 ~ n i [ n m  1 5uiw7 u. 
[mnu 1117 i v u  533 n iv~15i  iun inv5 nyiY[;~ 3 1 3  l i nv ;?~  12 
[ VACAT nivy5 i i nvn  ]nn[lir i vu3  ~ ~ 1 5 7 ~ 1 3 7 3 7 ]  13 
Notes on Readings 
line Deut 
5 24:4 jvuT;I A damaged letter is extant to the left of gin. It 
appears to be the curve of final nun. It could conceivably be 
interpreted as a waw, but given the orthographical practice 
of this manuscript, it should be final nun. 
13 24:8 l n h p i ~  The head of final mem is extant on the leather. To 
its right traces of ink are discernible. Based on our reconstruc- 
tion of the text, according to the number of letter spaces 
available, we have restored taw. 
Textual Notes 
line Deut 
2 24:l [ilL)Y>i 7VU] MT G Tar Syr ] ;IL)Y>~ ;17L)U U31 ;IWN SP. The 
SP text is excluded by calculation of the space at our disposal. 
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The verse must begin at the beginning of line 2, because we 
have an empty space at the end of line 1, the end of chap. 
23. We have space at the beginning of line 2, before the extant 
text, for approximately 35 letter spaces. If we restored the 
text of SP, the letter space count would be 44, giving a line 
that would be much too crowded. The text of SP is expan- 
sionistic, affected by the text of 22:13. 
73571 n72n 7nSv[i G vg ] 7357 n 7 2 n  TNrY n 7 2 n  7n5wi 
MT SP Tar: wns'ryh wtpwq mn byth w'n t'zl Syr. 44,  G, and 
Vg have the same shorter text (contra BHS; uxsp~ea8ur = 157). 
Syr does not repeat i n m ,  although it does have the two verbs 
of MT. This may indicate that the longer text of MT et al. 
is conflate, with Syr showing only partial conflation. The text 
of 4Q, G, et al. then would be preferable. On the other 
hand, it could be argued that 4Q et al. have suffered from 
haplography and that the longer text of MT is preferable. 
Syr would then be showing partial correction back to the 
text of MT. 
7173 MT SP Tar ] s y  TUG XELPUG G: lh Syr: ) Vg. 
7 ~ ~ 5  15 MT SP G ] ) Syr: cf. Tar. 
7wN5 15 ~ 7 7 5  7hnpS MT SP Tar Vg ] 7 W N j  15 7nnpL) G: 
nsbyh Syr. 
NDnn ] Nwnn MT Tar Syr: 1H7Dnn SP G. 
7 1 7 7  MT SP Syr Tar ] 1 7 7 5 ~  7177 G. G is an example of the 
unconscious assimilation to a conventional formula (or antici- 
pation; see end of verse); l 77k  717' is found throughout 
Deuteronomy. The shorter text of 4Q, MT, et al. is preferable. 
7 3  MT SP Tar ] 9 1  G Syr. 
[5]3 1759 12Y7 M ~ Y ]  535 1 7 5 ~  12Y7 N j 1  MT SP Tar: w1' n'zl RE 
Syr. See above (p. 24). 
7 \ 7 7  MT SP G Tar ] '1' nhw' Syr = sed uacabit Vg. 
e)[2nn G Syr ] 5 x 7  MT SP Tar. The 2nd masc. sing. form of 
the verb is correct in this negative commandment. We may 
assume that the 3rd masc. sing. verb in MT et al. is the result 
of reminiscence and anticipation of the surrounding verses. 
We would restore what we believe to be the preferable 
reading, although it is impossible positively to determine the 
reading of 44. 
2371 MT SP G Tar ] cf. Syr. 
? i n  N17 wDj ij MT SP G Syr ] cf. Tar. 
7 3  MT SP Tar 1 7 3 1  G Syr. 
5 ~ 7 ~ 7  l712n 17nnn WDI 2155 ~ 5 k  kin7 7 3  MT SP G Tar ] w'n 
ngtkh gbr' mn bny 'ysryl dngnwb nps" mn 'nnwhy mn bny 
'ysryl Syr. 
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ll 24:7 nnl MT SP G Tar ] mtqtlw ntqtl Syr. 
12 24:8 n l W ~ ] ? l  MT Syr Tar ] M W Y ~  MTVken 9 SP G. 
4QDtd is a yellowish-brown manuscript, stained gray in places, with some 
blackened portions. The leather is smooth and glossy. A certain amount of 
wrinkling and shrinkage has taken place, causing some damage to the surface. 
The leather is of average thickness. The left margin has a sewn edge. There 
are visible horizontal dry lines on the manuscript. 
The manuscript consists of two partially damaged columns. The average 
inscribed column width is 10.8 centimeters, while the width in letter spaces 
for col. 1 is 59-68 spaces, and for col. 2, 53-63 spaces. The width of the left 
margin from the inscribed text to the edge of the fragment is 10 millimeters; 
the width of the margin between the columns is 12 millimeters (averaged). 
The average space from line to line is 8 millimeters. There are approximately 
27 lines per column (reconstructed according to BHS). The height of the 
extant inscribed column, from the lowest point to the highest point, is 16.9 
centimeters. 
4QDtd contains an empty space at the end of chap. 3 (col. 2, line 20), 
which agrees with the placement of a D in MT. It does not, however, observe 
the empty spaces that the MT contains at 2:30; 3:17; and 3:22 (marked with 
D). The columns preserve portions of Deut 2:24-36 and 3:14-4:l. 
The paleographical study of this manuscript places it in the middle 
Hasmonean period, ca. 100 BCE. The letters are of standard size and un- 
ornamented. The script is characterized by the use of ligatures for certain 
letters, particularly medial nun. Several features of the script are important 
for dating: the base stroke of bet is penned from right to left; dalet has a very 
deep-cornered head, typical of the Hasmonean form; tet is made in two strokes, 
with a slight bump formed by the juncture of the base and the right downstroke; 
yod is short, with a triangular head; medial kaf appears in two forms, with 
the late Hasmonean form of a straight, slightly slanted downstroke pre- 
dominating; finally, the flaring tick common on the head of qof in earlier scripts 
has practically disappeared. 
The orthography of 4QDtd is consistently more defective than the tradi- 
tions of either MT or SP. The manuscript uses matres lectionis to indicate 
*aw ) 6 (e.g., 71Y). However, this usage is not clear for the hiphil of verbs I yod 
(e.g., I D n ,  col. 2, line 16). A mater lectionis is used to mark *ay ) & (e.g., '33, 
P371Y3, 7?l7Y); *i is marked with a mater lectionis (e.g., 73, T7y, and ?n7D). A 
waw is usually used to mark *u (e.g., ivy, TlDN, and 5733). Accented *a ) 6 
is sometimes indicated by a mater lectionis (e.g., j ~ w n ,  col. 1, line 3), but this 
usage is not consistent (accented *a ) 6 is consistently not marked with waw 
in verbs I11 he, e.g., nNi;I, col. 2, line 10). Unaccented *a ) 6 is consistently 
not marked with waw (e.g., ~ 5 ,  all forms of D ~ T ~ U ,  and all examples of the 
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participle). A mater lectionis is not used to indicate *u ) o (e.g., 5 3 ) .  The 
manuscript consistently uses the short forms of the pronominal suffixes (e.g., 
n - ,  1-, etc.). 
The following is a list of orthographical variants not subsumed under the 
above rules: 
2:26 (col. 1, line 2) n D 1 3  ] n l D l 3  MT SP 
2:26 (col. 1, line 3) jnyD ] j l V D  MT SP 
2:27 (col. 1, line 4) j N n v 1  SP ] j l N D v 1  MT 
3:18 (col. 2, line 5) O y Y j n  ] Oy31jn  MT SP 
3:25 (col. 2, line 5) MJ MT] 7 3  SP 
3:28 (col. 2, line 19) ~ J Y  SP]  j y n ~ y  MT SPmss. The context demands 
a hiphil verb. 4 4  has not marked *i. 
4:l (col. 2, line 21) 7 n Y 1  MT ] NnYl SP 
The following is a list of morphological variants: 
2:25 (col. 1, line 2) IIYDVy MT] 1YDVy SP 
3:18 (col. 2, line 4) lYNl MT ] ;IlYNl SP 
3:19 (col. 2, line 6) 0333D1 MT ] 03yJi7D1 Sl? The Masoretes pointed the 
word as a plural; the consonantal text could be either singular or plural 
(without the mater lectionis yod). 4 4  usually marks *ay ) i. vowels with 
a mater lectionis, therefore we understand 4 4  as a singular. 
3:20 (col. 2, line 6) lV7yl  MT ] l V l y y l  SP. 4 4  and MT have the perfect 
form of the verb, as does G. SP has indicated the imperfect form. 
3:21 (col. 2, line 6) n 3 j D D ; l ]  ~ l 3 j D D 7  MT SP. 4Q may be reading a 
singular noun, but since it is not consistent in its practice of marking 
accented *a ) 6 ,  we cannot be sure. 
3:23 (col. 2, line 12) I J n n H 1  MT SP]  7 3 3 n n ~ 1  SPmss. 
3:26 (col. 2, line 16) T D n  ] I D l n  MT SP: r]?Dln SPmsS. The verb form 
of 4 4  may be a qal imperfect. 4Q would mark the vowel *aw ) 6 in the 
hiphil of verbs I yod, since this is the original spelling. 4 4  does mark 
*aw ) 8 in other examples (e.g., n y ) .  TD7 in the qal can function with an 
infinitive construct in the same way that a hiphil verb does, that is, meaning 
"to do again."' Therefore, the texts of 4Q and MT and SP are equivalent 
in meaning. 
4QDtd, as a Hasmonean manuscript and therefore relatively archaic 
(particularly in its orthographic practices), is fairly free of error (in fact, it 
contains no unique errors). It is thus difficult to place within a textual tradition. 
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Where the manuscript does share error with the other witnesses, it appears 
to fall most frequently within the shared textual tradition of MT and SP. At 
2:27 (line 4) and 2:31 (line 9) 4QDtd shares a scribal error with MT and SP 
against G. The error at 2:31, conflation, is not likely to have arisen inde- 
pendently and therefore may be cited as evidence that 4QDtd falls into the 
textual tradition of MT and SP. At 3:21 (line 10) 4 4  agrees with MT and G 
against SP in assimilation to a common formula, an error that may have arisen 
independently in any of the witnesses. At 2:25 (line lo), 4Q agrees with SP 
against MT in the addition of the direct object marker, and at 3:19 (line 6), 
4Q agrees with MT and G against SP in assimilation to a common word order. 
Again, either of these scribal errors could have arisen independently. These 
statistics do not leave us with a very clear picture of the textual tradition of 
4QDtd. We must simply say that 4QDtd is an ancient, good manuscript that 
preserves original readings in the majority of cases and preserves an archaic 
orthography. 
Column 1 Deut 2:24-36 
[;in oi7;lzj ;in]n5n 13 i jh[ ; i i  mi 5n;l i ~ i n  ni 1inn;i j ~ v n  15n jn7c nn] 1 
nynv nlk jiLnv1 i w n  nynv;i[ 53 nnn n9ny7 ~ J D  5y inniyi i?nc nn 5nn1 z 
[7im I j i l vn  15n jn7c 5n nmp i x n [ n  ay3n5n n5vni26 i m n  i5ni i t ~ i i ]  3 
i[c33 5 3 1 ~ 2 8  5nnvi j7n.l i i c n  n5 ~ 5 n  1 i m  i i [ m  i n n 3  7 7 3 ~ ~ 2 7  inn5 ~ 1 5 ~ 1  4 
7 5  i v y  ivn329 75113 ;ii3yu p i  lnynv[i  7 5  Inn 7 ~ 3 2  alni 7nkni y ~ i 3 v n ]  5 
p i 7 ; i  n[n i ~ y n  i v n  qy 1 9 ~ 5  673v77[ aylninm i Y y v 3  ~ 7 3 ~ 7 7  ivy 7 ~ 1 1  6 
73 1 1  i1i3Y[;i j i lvn i5n jlnyc 73n [n5i30 115 jnJ i11;15n 7 1 7 7  i lwn Vf[n;i 5n1 7 
ink[1131 7117 ni73 i?+[ l  ]inn j~n5 [  1335 nn ynni i nn  nn l n 5 n  ]fii[;l? ;ivi);i] s 
i ~ i [ n  nn nvj i5 v i  5177 i n n [  nni jnyc nn 1 7 1 ~ 5  nn 1n5n;i ;in1 7% ;li;/.l] 9 
TI[ lij7;l'ln 7127 17j[n7133 7377 7nn5n5 iny 531 ni;i i1nnip5 jn7D nyli321 10 
$3 nn Din11 nl'fi;f nu3 i [? iy 53 nn m51i34 iny 53 nni 113 nni inn 1111 ~1 
n?i[y; l  55vi 115 i ~ t ~ l  jiin;/i;l[ p i 3 5  ?7iv i ~ i n v ; ~  n5 D?VJ; I~  Dnn i Y y ]  12 
;in;> k[5 liy5m i y i  5n~3 i v ~  ii[u;li I I ~ R  5 n ~  new 5~ i w ~  iyiyn36 1~735 i v n ]  13 
Notes on Readings 
line Deut 
2 2:25 n]k SP reads i ~ n w  nn, while MT reads lynw. The traces of 
the letter cannot be En, with a stroke coming down from the 
left, but this can be the downstroke of 'alep. The right arm 
of 'alep is also extant. Therefore we have restored nM, in 
agreement with SP. 
8 2:30 ]ifi[;i? There are two traces of ink extant on the bottom of 
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line Deut 
2 2:25 
4 2:27 
the fragment. Based on the amount of space available in the 
reconstructed text, we would read waw and he. 
N]i;f;f The crossbars of both he's are extant. A trace of ink 
is discernible to the left of the second he. Since the confu- 
sion of N17 and N77 does not occur in this manuscript, and 
since N77 is the correct pronoun, we have restored yod. 
Textual Notes 
nynw nlk SP ] 1YnV MT Tar (see note above). 
-(ln li[m MT SP Tar ] 1112 SPP G Vg: b'wrnn"wrnn' 
Syr. We have a clear case of dittography in 44, MT, et al* 
1 5 ~  MT SP G Tar ] n'zl Syr. 
~5 MT SP G Tar Vg] wl' Syr. 
-DM MT SP G Tar Vg nst' Syr. 
'n'nv[i MT SP G Tar r' wngt' Syr: et sic bibemus Vg. 
7 5 3 1 3  7 1 3 Y N  MT SP GA dn(p)t 0 Tar ] .xapr l ruooya~ =or< 
xoorv GB C OL: brglyn n'br Syr. 
7 5  MT SP G Tar ] ln Syr. 
13 MT SP G ] btnnwmh Syr = T7nlnn3 Tar. 
11;[3 MT SP Tar Vg] 17173 G Syr. 
n q i 5  V l  MT SP Go Tar ] nvl? GAB C dn(p)t Syr. 
i7j[n7i MT SP GAB dn(p)t  0 Tar Syr Vg ] xaL 7capr80xav 
au.cou< GC. 
]lb;l58 MT SP G Tar Vg] > Syr. 
13[] 1 3 1 3 ~ 5  MT SP G.4 B C 0- Tar Syr: €15 Ta< p p a <  ~ y o v  
~ d n ( ~ ) t  OL: + EL< XrLpa< T J ~ O V  GO-: nobis Vg. We have 
two ancient variants present, one of which is reflected in MT 
et al., the second in G d n ( ~ ) t  and OL. The variants appear to 
be conflated in certain Hexaplaric manuscripts. It is impos- 
sible to tell which of the variants was present in 44; it did 
not contain a conflate text. 
f 7 1 ~  MT SP G Tar Syr ] n o l r o v  OL: urbes Vg. 
N]i;f;f SP] Nl77 MT (see note above). 
]*n7j;l[ MT SP GA B dn(p)t 0 Tar Syr Vg ] + aurov GC. 
]1~53;i lY1 MT SP Tar Syr Vg ] xaL OPOU< TOU raXaa8 G. 
A case could also be made for haplography in G et a]., but since the text is sensible without 
the second 7713, on the principle of lectio breoior we prefer to view this as a dittography. 
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Column 2 Deut 3:14-4:l 
[7n oi]i;l i [ y  i1u7 ]hi[n j v ~  nu inv 5~ onu u p l i  in3yn;ri 7iiv~;r] 1 
[ j l iu  ?]Ti1 i y  1~517 jn 7n[nl lip351 ~ 1 3 i ~ i 5 1 1 6  ~537 nu inn1 i.l2njll5] 2 
o3nu isui[18 7nliln ~ I D D ~  mvw nnn n5n7[ ny 73 i y ; r  n7 l i y i  n i~=r [n ]  4 
nys5n 7nvi5 n ~ i ; i  bu;r  nu 025 jnl 037;15u ;i[i77 inu5 u777 ] I ; ( [ Y ~ I  5 
ihLi7 n31pni [n=r]ia npyv j  $119 57n 713 h 5~iv7 i13 n5inp ?ID? i i 3 ~ n l  6 
[ D Y ~ N I S  5i;i; n;17 i v k [  1 ~ 2 0  in35 'Inn1 i v u  ~ 3 7 ~ 3  i3v7 n35 x i  ; r~ i j [n  ?=r] 7 
[jnv i ] i y 3  075 jnl bj[i]ii5N 717 i v u  nu n7 03 lviil [033] 8 
[u177 l n y ~  7niir yvi;r;  nu121 035 n n l  i v u  invi75 v7u nn3itti 9 
[75]k7 ni35n;l 71v5 o ~ i i S [ ~  ;~ i ; l ] ;  7vy i v ~  53 nN nu17 i 7 ~ 7 ~  inu5 10 
7177 73 nuiyn u522 [ 7nv y i 3  ] m u  i v ~  n35nn;l 535 7177 7vy7 p n 
i1iu24 i n ~ 5  u;[77 nY3 7 7 7 7  5]u j1nnui23 n35 nn5m kiii b5pl;iLZu 12 
i v u  7pn7 ii7[ nu1 15i1 nu l n y  I ~ N  nu175 n5n7 >nu ;1i;1i 13 
;~u iu i  NI ? i 3 f i [ ~ 2 5  lnii333i 1 7 ~ ~ ~ 3  7 v y 7  i v u  ]p[i]k5l nynvx 5~ 7n 14 
i3ynii26 ji1357i 7 ~ 5 [  3ia;i 177 jn77 i l i y ~  i v ~  ma7 y-ru;~ nu is 
i 3 i  qDn 5~ 15 i r (  75u ;1i;1i inuyi 7 5 ~  [Ynv u5i n31yn5 73 7177 16 
;iln7n 7 1 ~ x 1  ni ~ Y I ~ Y  [ v i  1 7 3 ~ ~ 7  v u i 59 iiS[y27 717 ilin n y  75u 17 
173mi yvi;r7 n[u qSi28 ;in jnv nu i3yn k5 73 i ; j [ i y 3  7ui i  ]iinimi 18 
pvu  ]pr(u;1 ]nu nnu 5 i j 7  ui71 777 O Y ; ~  i j ~ 5  i 3 y 7  ul;i[ 73 i ; ~ s n ~ i ]  19 
[ I VACAT i i yc  n73 ?in ~ 7 3 3  3 [ ~ 1 1 2 9  ; 1 ~ i n ]  20 
[mnu in5n 7 3 ~ u  i v u  ln7a~vn;l 5u[i n77n7 ]5u[ ynv 5uivi ;1nui4:1] 21 
Notes on Readings 
line Deut 
14 3:24 ]b ]k i l  The waw is written supralinearly. 
14 3:25 7NW1 There is a spot of ink on the leather above the waw. 
Textual Notes 
line Deut 
2 3:16 1Y G ] l Y 1  MT SP Tar Syr Vg. 
4 3:17 71D37 MT SP G Tar Vg ] wpsg' dbrmt' Syr. 
4 3:18 D2nN MT SP GA C 0 Tar Syr Vg ] qpwv GB dn(p)t OL. qpov 
is the result of inner Greek confusion of upov and qyov. This 
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confusion happens throughout Deuteronomy and should not 
be taken as an indication of the original Hebrew text? 
P Y Y ~ ~  MT SP G Tar ] kol rnzyrzyn 'ntwn Syr. 
[ n 3 ] i a  ~ [ 3 ~ ] ~ j  ] D3bD1 D3WI  MT G Tar Syr Vg: D3bD 
D3'VJl SP. 
n313ni MT SP G Tar ] + gbwqw Syr. 
:h~?1 MT SP G Tar Vg ] nd0n' gyr Syr. 
a21lY3 MT SP Gh B dn(p) t  0 Tar Syr Vg ] sv rat; naoat; 
noXsatv GC. 
MT SP Tar Syr Vg ] + ~ 3 1 7 5 ~  GA B C 0: lJ17jN ~dn(p)t.  
nj[y?jfS MT SP G.4- 0 Tar Syr ] o eao; rjpwv G h  B C dn(p)t. 
n 7 j  MT SP G.4 C dn(p)t 0 Tar Vg ] rjprv GH: lkwn Syr. 
l 7 I 1 Y  MT SP Tar Syr Vg ] or ocp0aXpot upov  G. 
DY;i5[N MT GA- OL Tar Syr Vg ] o ero; q p o v  GA- B C 
dn(p)t 0: ) SP. 
7 7 1  MT SP Go- OL Tar Syr ] + o eao; ~ d n ( p ) t :  + o Qco; 
u p o v  Go-: + o 0c0; r j pov  G.4 B C .  
n3jnn;l MT SP G Tar Vg ] hlyn mlkwt' Syr. 
Y13 ];inN MT SP G Tar Vg ] gbryn 'ntwn Syr. 
PNlYn MTmss SP Vg ] D1N17n MT G.4 (: d"(p)t 0 Tar Syr 
(omit suffix OL): cpobrj0rjarj GB. 
~5 [775N MT SP Gc 0- OL Tar Syr Vg ] 1317jN GA B 0-. 
Ni[77 SP ] N177 MT. 
At the beginning of the verse, Syr adds bb'w. 
7pm7 11' MT SP Tar Vg ] xar rrjv p t p a  rqv xpa.carav xar rov 
Ppa~ rova  TOY u+qXov G: w'ydk tqypt' wdr'k rm' Syr. 
7297 MT SP Tar Syr ] + raurrjv G: hanc optimam Vg. 
715 [ n a 7  MT SP Go- Tar Vg ] 31D7 717 GA- C dn(p)t Syr: 
omit 777 G.4- B 0-. 
777 115% l l ~  l?N 131 TDn MT SP Tar ] npoo0q; srt XaXrjoar 
TOV XOYOV TOUTOV G: twsp twb lmmllw wdmy ptgm' hn' Syr. 
W N l j y  G ] V N l  MT: WNl jN  SP Tar Syr: cacumen F7g. 
v11y MT SP GA- (: dn(p)t 0 Tar Syr Vg ] rot; ocp0aXpoy GA-B. 
1;fmmi ;i2nyn mri nY ] ;Imrni ;IJnlm ;iJDri ;in1 MT 
SP G Tar Vg: lmdnh' wlm'rb' wlgrbn' wltymn' Syr. The text 
of MT et al. has added the locative he on D1 and has added 
a conjunction. 
Joseph Ziegler, "Zur Septuaginta-Vorlage im Deuteronornium:' ZAIV 72 (1960) 245 
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4QDtg consists of eleven fragments, from four columns of text (the group- 
ings are: fragment 1; fragments 2 and 3; fragments 4-9; fragments 10 and It). 
The manuscript's original color was a yellowish brown; it is now faded to grayish 
brown in some places, stained a darker brown in others, and blackened in 
others. The surface of the leather was originally fairly smooth and matte. Fading 
has occurred in some places, and other places are so blackened that the letters 
are no longer visible. Some shrinkage and wrinkling have occurred, so that 
the leather becomes very thick in places. Some damage to the surface of the 
leather is visible. There are visible horizontal dry lines on the manuscript on 
fragment 3. The average space from line to line is 7 millimeters. The column 
width in letter spaces is 52-67, and in centimeters 12.5 (estimated). The 
number of lines per column was approximately 27. There are three bottom 
margins present (frags. 1,3, and It), one top margin (frag. 4), two left margins 
(frags. 2 and 9), and one right margin (frag. 6). 
The empty spaces in the manuscript correspond exactly to the petiihbt 
and the setiimbt of MT: the empty spaces after 25:16 (reconstructed) and 25:19 
(reconstructed) correspond to petiihbt in MT, and the empty spaces after 24:16 
(reconstructed), 24:18 (reconstructed), 24:19,24:20,25:3 (reconstructed), and 
25:4 (reconstructed) correspond to setiim6t in MT (after 24:19 there is only 
an unmarked space in BHS). 
The fragments preserve portions of Deut 9:12-14; 23:18-20; 24:16-22; 
25:l-5; 25:14-26:5; 28:21-24; 28:27-29. 
The paleographical study of 4QDtg establishes its hand in the middle 
Herodian ~ e r i o d ,  ca 1-25 CE. The letter size has become equal (see espe- 
cially tuw). Many letters are distinguished by keraiai or are thickened at the 
top (note ~articularly 'alep, gimel, zayin, tet, nun, 'ayin). Several features of 
the script mark it as Herodian: the base stroke of bet, which is penned from 
left to right, breaks through slightly at the corner of the downstroke; the 
crossbar of het projects to the right; yod is much shorter than waw, which 
is a decisive characteristic of later Herodian scripts (compare, for example, 
the yod and waw of 4QDtnlO); the head of final kaf loops into the downstroke 
at the right shoulder; and the usual form of medial mem is penned with the 
late Herodian technique, the left oblique being drawn upward to the right 
shoulder, then down into the downstroke and base. A tick is added on the 
left. Most significantly, on one letter this tick breaks through the left oblique 
(frag. 1, line 3). 
The orthographic practice of 4QDtg never varies from that of the Maso- 
retic Text. It uses matres lectionis to indicate *ay ) & (e.g., D7'3V, frag. 2, line 
3, and Y ' ~ Y ,  frag. 10, line 4), *fi (e.g., lYD, frag. 1, line 1, and Jiwn, frag. 3, 
line 4), and *i (e.g., YnYNl, frag. 1, line 2, and 73, frag. 3, line 2) (there are 
lo White, "The All Souls Deuteronomv and the Decalogue," JBL 109 (1990) 193-206. 
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no extant examples of *aw ) 6). A muter lectionis is used to mark *a ) 6 when 
accented (e.g., n13[N], frag. 3, line 1, and ~ w + ,  frag. 3, line 4), but not when 
unaccented (e.g., CON, frag. 3, line 3, and all forms of ~ 7 7 5 ~ ) .  NL) is consistently 
spelled defectively. However, 7311 (frag. 2, line 2) is spelled with a waw in 44 ,  
as in MT and SP (this is inconsistent with the above-mentioned practice, but 
consistent with 4QDtg's constant agreement with M T  see below). The manu- 
script does not use matres lectionis to indicate any proto-Semitic short vowels, 
e.g., *a, *i, or *u. It uses the short forms for all pronominal suffixes and endings 
(e.g., 7- ,  n-, D m ) .  
There is one morphological variant in the tradition: 
28:24 (frag. 10, line 4) l ? n w ~  MT ] v7nW7 SP. 4Q and MT are reading 
a niphal infinitive construct, while SP is reading a hiphil. 
This manuscript stands squarely in the proto-rabbinic tradition in both 
orthography and text. 4Q never differs from MT in text or orthography (with 
one possible exception; see below at 23:20, line 4). Where there are dis- 
agreements among the other witnesses, when the reading of 4 4  is clear, 4 4  
has the preferable text in all but three instances. In one case, it agrees with 
MT, Gdn(p)t 0 and SP against G.4B C in an explicating plus (25:18, line 4). At 
2829, line 3, it agrees with MT and the daughter versions in the addition of 
a prose particle. At 24:19, line 5, if G is original, then 4 4  and MT, SP share 
an error. If G is an error, then 4 4  does not share it. These statistics of shared 
error are certainly not definitive; however, there is no evidence to place 4QDtg 
in either the Old Greek or the Samaritan traditions. In addition, in its extant 
portions 4 4  never disagrees with MT, consistently agreeing with it in all 
readings (of whatever type). Therefore, we believe 4QDtg is a member of the 
same textual family as MT. 
Fragment 1 Deut 9:12-14 
[in~?i13 7 3 ~ n  ~ 5  ivy nn7is i v ~  l i m  jn i ; ln  ] i i ~  n[?i rnn ~ N N T ]  1 
[?Inn 11714 ~ i ; 1 q i ~  7vi) ny ~ 1 7 1  D Y ; ~  n ~ ] ~ n ? ~ i  inp5  7 5 ~  ;1i;(y 2 
[mi D ~ Y Y  1135 1niN ; IVYN~ nYnv7 nnnn n n v l n ~  nnnK[ ~ ~ ~ n v r c r ]  3 
Bottom Margin 
Textual Notes 
line Deut 
1 9:12 11D MT SP GA B d n ( ~ ) t  0 Tar Vg ] xu1 T C U ~ ~ ~ ~ I S U V  GC: stw
lhwn Syr. 
2 933 l n [N j  7 5 ~  TlT7] MT SP Tar Vg ] ly mry' Syr: after 75N, G 
adds h~huhqxu oe u x u ~  xu1 6 ~ s .  According to the space 
Palestine Archaeological Museum 42.001, 
42.636, 42.713, 42.732, 43.063 
Rockefeller Museum Inventory 400 
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available at the beginning of line 2 , 4 Q  does not have G's plus 
(since the reconstruction of line 1 gives us approximately 60 
spaces already, there is no room available to accommodate 
the longer text of G), nor does it agree with Syr, since the 
mem and re; of YDNY are extant. 
Fragment 2 Deut 23:18-20 
;11;1n ~ [ 5 1 8  VACAT 1 1  
;ijn ]]nu[ ny2n ~ 5 1 9  5 ~ 1 ~ 7  ? I ~ D  wip 717? N ~ ~ ~ N T W ?  nvxn 7~131 2 
n;1?1v n3 i [ 1 ; 1 5 ~  ;1i;1? nwin 111 535 1175~ ;1i;1? nix 353 iinni] 3 
i w i [  TWN 131 53 71~153~ 1v1 ~ D X  ~ W I  l ~ n ~ 5  1,wn ~ 5 2 0 1  4 
Notes on Readings 
line Deut 
2 23:19 7311 This word is slightly smaller than the others, but written 
in the same hand. It is written in the margin at the end of 
the line. 
3 23:19 0;I73V 03 i[ Since the photograph of this fragment was 
taken, a new join has been made, which is reflected in the 
transcription at this point. 
4 23:20 7 There is a small trace of ink visible on the right edge 
of the fragment, which could be either yod or taw (see below); 
we are restoring with MT. 
Textual Notes 
line Deut 
2 23:18 At the end of v. 18 in MT, SP, Tar, Syr, and Vg, G has oux E ~ T U L  
TEXE~(POPO< U7CO ~ J Y U T E P O V  I O ~ U I J X  XUL OUX EGTUL T E X L ~ X O ~ E V O <  
orxo u ~ w v  IapuvX (under the t in Syh G). This appears to be 
a conflate Greek text. If our reconstruction of lines 1 and 2 
is correct, 4 4  does not have the plus, since we already have 
a line of 48 letter spaces between the extant portions of lines 
1 and 2. 
3 23:19 07l3V 03 i [ l 7 5 ~  MT SP G Tar Vg ] 'lhk tryhu;n Syr. 
4 23:20 lVS[ MT SP Tar ] E X ~ U V E ~ ~ I J <  G ( + r w  or6~1cpo aou GA- 
d n ( ~ ) t ) :  rb' Syr. The G reading is under the t in Syhm. 
The 4 4  reading is not certain (see above under "Notes on 
Readings"). 
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Fragment 3 Deut 24:16-22 
Bottom Margin 
Notes on Readings 
The leather of this fragment is split and shrunken; therefore some letters, 
while extant, are split in two or fragmentary. 
Textual Notes 
line 
1 
3 
Deut 
24:16 
24:18 
VYN MT SP G Tar ] kl 'nS Syr. 
n i v ~ j  113n 133~ MT SP G Tar Vg ] mpqd 'n' lk w'mr 'n' lk 
dt'bd Syr. 
;nVt13 MT SP GB 0- Tar ] EV r w  aypw ~ o u  GA dn(p ) tO- :  
) Syr. 
inn35 MT SP Tar Syr Vg ] AC~PELV auro r w  XTWXO G. 
]~ln75 7351 7177 73~5~51 Din75 1 3 5  MT SP Tar: x a ~  r w  
x p o q l u r o  x a ~  r w  oprgavw xar rq [ripor Earat G: '1' thw ' l'mwr' 
u;lytm' wl'rrnlt' Syr: aduenam et upillum et uiduam Vg. 
1 7 ~ ~  7VYn MT SP GO TarP S y  Vg 7 117 ?VYn GA B c Taro. 
?3 MT SP Tar Vg ] 9 1  G Syr. 
After the end of v. 20 in 4 4 ,  MT, SP, GO, Tar, Syr, and 
Vg (marked by an empty space in 4 4  and a D in MT), 
GAB C adds XUL p v q e q q  OTL O L X E T ~ S  qoea EV y q  A ~ y u n r o  6 ~ a  
rouro E ~ O  OOL E V T E ~ ~ O ~ Q L  TCO ELV TO pqpa rouro. 
73 MT SP GA- Tar Vg ] -31 GB C dn(p)t 0 Syr. 
Fragments 4 and 5 Deut 25:l-5 
Top Margin 
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Textual Notes 
line Deut 
1 25:l 73 MT SP Tar Vg ] -31 G Syr. 
Fragments 6-9 Deut 25:14-26:5 
n5 7 7 7 7  p i x i  ; i n k  7 ~ 1 ~  75 7 7 7 7  piri ;in5v 7 3 ~ 1 5  ;11~pli i f H i [ ~  ;ic7ui] 1 
~ 7 7 5 ~  7177 n3yn 7316 75 jnJ 1 7 7 5 ~  7 1 7 7  i v u  ;imu;i 5~ i lny ]' l j i iu'[ j~n51 2 
[p5ny 75 7wy i v l u  nk[ 113~17  VACAT 5ly ~ W Y  515 7% 7v)Ji)[ 531 3 
nyinu ~ 1 5 v n ~ ; i  15313 ~ J T Y  i i i [ 3  l i p  ivu18 n7irlbn n3nur3 iin 4 
[ 5 ~ n  75 7775~ ;ji;il nyJ;i3 1;11;li19[ nm5u u i 7  lk5i Y ~ [ Y ]  1 3 1 ~  ?nu1 5 
[nu ;innn 7nvi5 75n3 15 j n ~  1 ~ 5 ~  7177 i v u  ]nu3  i [ y 3 ~ n  l73l7u 6 
[ VACAT n3vn ~5 nyav];i nnnn $[5nu i3t l  7 
[n3v7i 7nwi7i ;i5n115 jnJ 7775~ ;ii;/1 i v u  r u n  ]5[u ui3n 7 3  71;1126:1] 8 
n175u 7177 i v u  l r i u n  u13n i v u  ;1niu;1 53 n7vuin nnp512 731 9 
[inv j3w5 ]11;f[5]k ;i'l[;ly inxi  iwu ~ i i ) ~ ; 1  5u n35;1i NJDI nevi 15 j n~ ]  10 
~ n i m  1 7 5 ~  mnui[ n77 n7n13 ;ivl i v u  j;im 5u nu313 nv ]  ~1 
5 1 3  1 7  Y J  i 7 5 n 3 7 1 n i l  12 
ni[nui nli~yi5 77;ijff 7i5[7 nnn 1295 in7mi i i y n  ~ 3 ~ 7  7737 n7514 1 ~ 5 1  13 
[?;i?i Dyn ]inn3 nv i3[9 ;inliYn n g  73u i3u 1niu 7775~ ;ii;17 1 3 ~ 5 1  14 
Notes on Readings 
The top of fragment six is much damaged; the reading is certain, but the 
leather is split and shrunken so that the letters are split and at an angle. 
line Deut 
1 and 2 25:14-16 Since the photograph of frag. 6 presented in this article 
was taken, a new join has been made, reflected in the 
transcription of these lines. 
13 26:4 l ' ;~bN The 'alep is extremely large and bold (and appar- 
ently made by a different hand), as if to conceal an error. 
White: Three Deuteronomy Manuscripts 
Textual Notes 
line 
3 
3 
Deut 
25:16 
25:17 
513 7% MT SP G Tar ] hlyn wkl Syr. 
7VY lV]N nk[ 1 1 3  MT SP G Tar Vg ] ' tdbr ku;l m d m  d'bd 
S yr. 
n 3 n ~ 3 3  MT SP Gdn(~) t  Syr Tar Vg ] ~ x n o p ~ u o p ~ v o u  a o u  
GABCO, 
13 >JT'l MT SP G Tar Vg ] wqtlw bkwn Syr. 
53 MT SP Gdn(p)t 0 OL Tar Syr ] > GA B C Vg. 
i [ m n  MT SP GA- 0 OL Tar Syr ] xuxlo  aou GA- B C dn(p)t. 
7777 MT SP G Tar ] mry' 'lhk Syr. 
Fragment 10 Deut 28:21-24 
Textual Notes 
line Deut 
2 2822  11D]?11 MT G Tar Vg ] 71E)T1 SP Syr. 
4 28:24 T ' ~ Y [  MT SP G* C dn(p)t 0 Tar Syr Vg ] > GB. 
4 28:24 VnV7 ?Y MT Tar Syr ] l?~nv;llY SP: EWS QV E X T P L ~ ~  CE XUL 
EWS QV u n o l ~ a ~  GE G* C dn(p)tO: GB also adds EV Taxer.  
Fragment ll Deut 28:27-29 
[jiy~v> 7171 733728 ~ ~ 1 7 5  bin ~5 i w ~  oin3i 31331 [b[+~y>i D ~ ~ Y D ]  1 
[iiy;i wvnl i w m  01i;ir3 vvnn n717129 335 lii;inn3i[ ii i i~3il 2 
[ D W ~  52 51111 p i v ~  1~ n w  ]iml nH n75iin HH[ 7 5 ~ ~ 3 1  3 
Bottom Margin 
Notes on Readings 
line Deut 
1 2827  ]b[15~~31 A portion of the base of final mem is extant. Based 
on the amount of space available to us, we can restore 
D [ ~ ~ Q Y > ~ ]  or ~ [ ~ l n ~ > ]  (see below under "Textual Notes" for 
further commentary). 
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Textual Notes 
line Deut 
1 28:27 1n[~?D~31 MT SP ~ a r o ]  PY'lnD3 MTQere Ken 9.69 SPmss 
TarJ: ev TULG ~ G p u t ~  G *  C dn(p)t 0: q v  eSpuv G*: bthr '  Syr. 
Our 4Q text could preserve either P??DY~ or P77nD3. The 
G text could also be a translation of either word; it is also 
lacking waw. The Syriac text and G* preserve a singular 
noun. 0 7 5 ~ ~ 2  ("hemorrhoids") must be original, and m n m  
a change to a less offensive expression; therefore, we have 
restored D??DY~ in 44. 
3 28:29 nN n+xn MT Tar ] euo6woer G ( + TOTE G d n ( ~ ) t ) :  n+m SP 
(Syr and Vg translate n??xn; it is not clear whether or not 
they contained RN). 
3 28:29 ]?3'l? MT G Tar Vg ] 1371 SP: 'u:rnnk Irys' Syr. 
